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Accounting Management

Virtual POS and e-Invoice Integrations

Procurement Management

Staff management

Internet Control System

POS Management - Check, Table and Waiter Tracking

Stock - Production, Finished and Semi-finished Products and Recipes

Digital Menu, Online Ordering and Takeaway Management

Membership Management and Loyalty Applications

E-Wallet and e-Card Management 

Completely Cloud-Based, It Works on All Desktop, Tablet & Mobile Devices

MOST COMPREHENSIVE
RESTAURANT PROGRAM

WITH ZERO INVESTMENT COST

FREE
DIGITAL MENU

&

PACKAGE ORDERING

PROGRAM 



All the Features in One Program

With a single program, you will have access to all features necessary for effective and efficient restaurant management: 
online ordering, package ordering program, stock tracking, accounting, procurement, inventory, waiter and table tracking, 
analysis and reporting.

Manage Your Restaurant from Anywhere

With its web-based, cloud and mobile compatibility features, you can access 
the program from any place and any device with an Internet connection.

Best Friend of Your Service Staff

You can easily access all product details
(ingredients, visuals, preparation time... etc.)

Additional requests, such as changes in ingredients or cooking preferences, 
can be easily forwarded to the kitchen.

Easily Manage Your Orders

The selected product can be increased or decreased as desired, without
printing the check. Moreover, if an extra product is requested, it is added to 
that check and sent. Waiter gets immediately informed about ready orders.

Easiness of Use

Program is fast, easy to use and with a user-friendly application design. 
With the quick search option, you will find the product you are looking for by 

typing only a few characters.
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EVERYTHING

 I  NEED

IS IN

ELEKTRAWEB

POS

Elektraweb POS Restaurant Management Program offers numerous advantages in managing your restaurant that cannot 
be found together in any other system. As a result, your restaurant will benefit from increase of profitability and gain of loyal 
customers. And all this with zero investment cost, because system works in the cloud. Register now, start using it immediately 
and pay only for what you use.

ELEKTRAWEB POS RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT PROGRAM



Get Payment with Any Option

In addition to many methods, such as cash, credit card, meal card, and 
payment from the account, it also allows your guests to pay in “partial” 
form. You can have checks in different currencies and follow detailed
cash registers.

Monitor the Current Status of All Tables

You can follow the availability and cleanliness of the restaurant tables
on a single screen, and easily check the current checks for each table.

ONLY SPEED IN YOUR RESTAURANTS, 

NO PLACE FOR ERRORS!

No Need to Change Hardware

It is fully compatible with all kinds of hardware such as touch screen computers, mobile terminals, tablets, mobile phones, 
turnstiles etc. Even if you switch from a different system to Elektraweb POS, you will not have to change your hardware.

High Security Levels

Elektraweb POS operates on a user-base. Owners can set
and change the user authorizations in seconds.  

Activity of every user in the program is registered.

You will never lose your data, as these are protected in
Microsoft Azure.
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Facilities can be easily accessed through both mobile and web. Guests can access the digital menu online or by scanning QR code.

Online orders can be received for the table and/or room inside the facility, or for the address or take-away from outside the 
property.

Food photos, ingredients, allergens, nutritional and energy values are displayed during online ordering, in the language
preferred by the customer.

Customers can create their own favourite menus, and earn points for every order or share they make.

ONLINE ORDER MANAGEMENT

Elektraweb POS provides all properties with a FREE “Digital Menu”, which can be easily added to

company’s website.

Order with QR Code

QR code produced by Elektraweb POS for the facility can be used 
on business cards, checks, flyers and magnets, allowing

for faster and easier reach.

In this way, your customers can access your digital menu from
anywhere, at the table, in their room, on the sun beds, on the 

beach, at home, at work, and easily select and order
some of your latest products.

Kitchen Tracking

Up to 10 different kitchens can be followed by order 
printers or screens.

It is ensured that all orders are entered into the
kitchen, while preparation and service time is
monitored with touch screens.

Communication between service staff and kitchen is 
fully done via mobile devices.
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Order from Social Media

Both the facility and its customers can promote products by sharing them on social media.
Direct sales can be made with a link added to social media pages, as well as periodic and 
limited campaigns.

You can define points or discounts for those customers who share your digital menu through 
their social media accounts. With each order or share they make, they can collect points.

Receive Payments with Virtual POS

Get your virtual POS immediately with zero cost and have online payments on your bank account the next day, without
waiting. Accept credit and debit cards from all banks, make instalments and let your customers earn points.

Integration to Food Sales Systems

It can be integrated with food-sales websites in your country. Orders you receive from these sites are automatically registered 
into your system, without necessity to use another program.

Cash Register Integration

It can be integrated with all cash registers. As soon as you print the check, all information are transferred to the POS device 
and the receipt is automatically issued.

Package Tracking

Both you and your customers can easily follow 
every step of the order (acceptance, preparation, 
service, delivery) online or by phone.

Never miss an order and assure instant delivery. 
Couriers can access order and route information 
from their mobile phones and receive the
payment upon delivery.



E-Card

As soon as your guests become a member of the system, they will
automatically get digital card. They can use this card on their phones throughout

the facility or during online order. In this way, it has many advantages such as access 
control, payment and fast ordering. 

E-Wallet

Your guests can prepay and load money into their digital wallets and spend it online or
by showing the QR code on their mobile phone inside the facility. E-Wallet shows the
points earned, as well as the balance and expenses.

Membership Management, CRM, e-Wallet

With Elektraweb POS management module, your guests can: 

     Become a member with a single SMS confirmation

     Create  profile, favourite menus or easily re-order old ones

     Get automatic allergen alert according to the member’s profile

     Earn points from  orders and shares made on social media

     Upload money to e-wallet with credit card and pay with it during online ordering

     Use e-wallets for contactless payment with QR code within the facility

CRM

Members can enter their preferences into the system, and evaluate the facility and
services with surveys and comments. With this application, companies get to better 

know their customers and ensure that any problems are immediately noticed and
corrected. Members can be notified of campaigns or promotions via channels such as

WhatsApp, SMS, with special discounts applicable for marriage, birthday and other 
anniversary celebrations.
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Stock Tracking Module
Multi-warehouse stock tracking

Besides sales, follow-up of catering, casualties, personnel and unpaid items

Instant drop from stock with recipe

Consumption and inventory cost analysis with FIFO LIFO or average price

Real cost analysis with stocktaking; tracking gaps and differences, integration of costs into accounting

Production

Automatically produce both semi-finished and finished 
products in advance or at the time of sale. Define nested 
unlimited recipes.

Produce semi-finished products and track stock.

Prescribing

Track the cost of all products instantly according to the 
last purchase or the weighted average purchase price

Know your total cost and profitability at the time of sales.

Get instant warning about the vulnerabilities and shortages.

Restaurant Management Procurement Module
Manage your purchasing processes from demand management, approval system, online bidding to online ordering with the 
highest efficiency and performance. Take control of all your procurement processes by entering your price agreements,
budget numbers and approval rules.
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Contactless Applications

Staff management
Keep and manage the starting and finishing hours, active working types, number of transactions and shift calendars
of the personnel.

Manage employment and leave notifications to the responsible institutions online, prepare online notification, transfer
retirement and other payments to the payroll, all with a single click.

e-Invoice, e-Archive and e-Ledger
You can now send and receive e-invoices instead of paper ones. This saves time and paper. The infrastructure of our system 
is also suitable for the new e-accounting systems and ready to put into operation in the shortest time.

Entry - Access Systems Control

Members can use the doors and turnstiles for which they have passing 
permission by scanning the QR code created on their mobile phones.

Based on the membership type, a complete control can be achieved 
within the facility by defining the day, hour and time of entry.
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Order with Contactless
Transactions within the Facility

Guests can make transactions such as ordering, waiter call, 
account payment, comment or questionnaire filling in the 

facility from their own mobile phones.

Online Table Reservation

You can easily book a table online with the information on 
date, time and number of people. In addition, online payment 
collection for different organizations such as concerts,
seminars, etc is also possible.

NO MORE 

LOOKING FOR

WAITERS

AT THE

BEACH
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With isafe, you can provide the wireless internet

service in the restaurant with logging done by following

the adequate security legislations. isafe is all-in-one product,

offering solution that consists of software + hardware,hotspot +

logging + security. With isafe, you can sell high-speed internet to guests,

and send your surveys and campaigns based on the information received 

during registration.

Internet Security and Logging System

Some of our References:

Make Room in Your
Menu For the Internet
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Most Comprehensive Restaurant Management Program

Web and Cloud-Based

Mobile Compatible

POS Management - Check, Table, Waiter and Kitchen Tracking

Virtual POS Integration

Online Order and Package Order Application

Digital Menu with Contactless Ordering (Free)

Online Table Reservation

Order with Social Media

Membership and Loyalty Applications

e-Card and e-Wallet Applications

Contactless Applications

Procurement Management

Staff Management

Accounting Management

e-Invoice, e-Archive, e-Ledger Integrations

Internet Logging and Control System

Analysis and Reporting

Stock Tracking - Production, Finished and Semi-finished Products and 
Recipes Application

UK
,+44 78 2677 1711

ELEKTRAWEB CO.

33 Queen Street, Floor 1 /Office 01-112 
London EC4R 1AP
United Kingdom
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Everything
You Need For
Your Restaurant
Management


